Flower Power
Known for quiet patterns and muted colors, Juliska (juliska.com) is amping up the palette with its newest introduction, “Field of Flowers.” Based on 17th- and 18th-century botanical drawings, these vibrant hues are reminiscent of a meadow of wildflowers. So if you can’t dine alfresco, bring the outdoors in.

Birch Lane
In Good Company
It’s not often that entire home collections are born overnight. But when furnishings giant Wayfair and its creative director, Christine Lemieux (founder of DwellStudio), decided to go for it, they created Birch Lane (birchlane.com) in about six months. Classic designs and timeless style are the hallmarks of this new brand, and they show up dramatically in furnishings, lighting, rugs, drapery, bedding, tabletop, and decor.

Todd Romano
Lively Lacquer
Decorating veteran Todd Romano (toddalexanderromano.com) has been quietly designing and producing standout furniture for well over a decade. Perfect little pieces like “The Gazelle Table” are gems that add “that little something” to any room or project. Available in custom colors.

Wall Street employee, combines beautifully decorated surfaces with highly functional furniture. The line includes a desk, end tables with file storage options, a bookshelf, and this regal-looking secretary/media cabinet. Completely customizable, and available in numerous patterns, these must-have pieces will make getting down to business a breeze.

Matthew Studios
Katherine Wildt O’Brien’s love for crystals started when she worked at a gemstone shop as a teenager. In 2008 she launched her own company, Matthew Studios (matthewstudiosny.com), named after her pet rabbit, with a line of opulent crystal lighting. She expanded the line to include tables and accessories, and now has added jazzy hardware such as knobs and pulls.